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A third brutal killing in Whitechapel has shocked
the local community.

The body of Mary Ann Nichols was found in the early hours of
Friday morning by a passing police constable.

Her throat had been cut from ear to ear and her belly torn open
in what is now feared as the third in a series of maniacal murders.

Ms. Nichols – known locally as ‘PollyMs. Nichols – known locally as ‘Polly’ – was seen on
Whitechapel Road just two hours before her body was discovered.

She had been drinking that night and, after being
refused entry to her lodging, walked back into the street alone.

At about quarter to four, Constable John Neil found Ms. Nichol
lying in the street and declared her dead at the scene.

A two-inch cut had been made across her throat, and her
abdomen had been cut open and gutted.abdomen had been cut open and gutted.

No leads to follow

Ms. Nichol’s grisly murder is the third in as many months. Two other 
women, Martha Turner and an as-yet unnamed victim, were murdered 
off Whitechapel Road in similar brutal fashion.

All three victims have been female, of abandoned
character and killed in the early hours of the
morning.morning.

The cases’ similarities – as well as their
happening within half a mile of each other - 
suggest that the murders are related.

Police have yet to name any suspects, nor is their
any evidence to suggest the killer harboured
prior relations with the victims.

AA coffee stall owner claimed to have seen a
woman matching the description of the deceased
at 3am, accompanied by a man of short stature
with black moustache and a Derbyshire hat.

He later retracted his statement, leaving police with no leads to follow.

Found dead on Buck’s Row, Whitechapel, by
Constable John Neil. She had been disembowled with 
a two-inch cut across her throat.

The similarities to two previous murders have prompted 
police to suspect a serial killer. There are no formal 
suspects.

The facts so far
Mary Ann Nichols, an ‘’unfortunate’ living in Lambeth 
Workhouse murdered.

Ms. Nichol was known locally as ‘Polly’

Security at Lambeth
Workhouse tightened

Chronology: Whitechapel
murders

Who are the ‘unfortunates’?

Whitechapel Constabulary

Lambeth Workhouse
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Whitechapel latest: third murder victim
identified


